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Student-Faculty Committees for 2020–2021

Committee on Graduate Education

Emma Dench (Chair), Carolyn Abbate, Suzanne Blier, Edward J. Hall, Craig Hunter, Pariroo Rattan, Karen Smith, Christian Struck, Alexis Turner (ex officio), and Alexander Zahlten

Administrative Members: Allen Aloise, Noël Bisson, Mohan Boodram, Michael Burke, Jennifer Flynn, Patrick O’Brien, and Sheila Thomas

Committee on Undergraduate Education

Amanda Claybaugh (Chair), David Alejandro Andrade, Mustafa Ansari, Bruno Carvalho, Pallas Chou, LyLena Dufort Estabine, Michael Mitzenmacher, Kenneth Rogoff, Elsie Sunderland, Heidi Vollmer-Snarr, and Angus Woods

Administrative Members: Michael Burke, Lisa Laskin, Gillian Pierce, and Candice Wesson

Committee on Student Life

Katherine O’Dair (Chair), Aishani Vepa Aatresh, Sylvia Barrett, Cheryl Chen, Brian Farrell, Jenny Gan (ex officio), Noah Harris (ex officio), Alexa Jordan, Jason S. Lee, Rick Li, Kevin Madigan, Amala Mahadevan, Giang Nguyen, Janine Santimauro, Nekesa Straker, and Analli Torres

Commission of Inquiry

Any student, faculty member, or administrative officer who has an inquiry, suggestion, or complaint may address it to the Commission of Inquiry, c/o Office of the Secretary of the Faculty, University Hall. The Commission will then direct the inquiry, suggestion, or complaint to the appropriate agency of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. When such an agency does not exist, the Commission will attempt to aid in resolving the matter. The Commission is sometimes instrumental in establishing a new agency for handling recurrent issues. Although the Commission has no power to make rulings, it can play an advocacy role in pressing for the resolution of issues.

Ordinarily, the Commission reports to the community on the matters that come before it and, in so doing, attempts to keep the community informed about factual background material and the resolution of matters of community concern.